
Environmental Advocacy in a Future Resource Management System: 
In a nutshell 
 

Introduction 
 
The Environmental Defence Society has produced a report investigating how Aotearoa New 
Zealand’s system of environmental advocacy could be improved in the future. Environmental 
advocacy is about the settings through which people and institutions persuade decision makers with 
respect to environmental matters. Persuasion is a notable feature of environmental decision making, 
as there is often significant discretion to consider evidence and apply value-based judgements at 
multiple levels. Advocacy can occur in many settings, including litigation, policy development and 
campaigning/educating in the public realm. All are important in shaping outcomes, as experience 
under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) has shown (for example, in litigation like King 
Salmon, in freshwater campaigning by entities like Fish and Game, and in policy work making a case 
for RMA reform). 
 
Indeed, advocacy and advocates operate as a check and balance from a public law perspective, 
performing a function that is about much more than just participation and giving communities a 
chance to be heard. Strong settings for public interest environmental advocacy need to exist as a 
robust counterweight to private advocacy forces focused on development and use of resources 
(which are generally much more well-resourced), but also as a mechanism to test evidence and hold 
decision makers themselves to account for any failures to implement legislation.  
 
Effective advocacy in a new system will be important for achieving the intent of resource 
management reforms. The design and support of advocacy therefore needs careful consideration as 
part of the reform process. In the report, we identify a number of areas that would benefit from 
attention and change. 
 

Problems with advocacy in the current system 
 
Our report has four substantive chapters. First, we look at what environmental advocacy means as a 
concept, and why it needs to be specifically considered by policy makers. Secondly, we outline the 
settings we have for advocacy in the current system (who is advocating, and the frameworks 
through which they can do so). Thirdly, we diagnose shortcomings in that system and what needs to 
be addressed in a new one. While we traverse a number of specific issues, these can be categorised 
into 12 categories. 
 
1. There is weak oversight and accountability for environmental advocacy. 
2. Statutory advocacy is not sufficiently independent from political influence. 
3. Statutory mandates to undertake environmental advocacy are not as strong as they may appear. 
4. Conflicting advocacy mandates in the current system need to be addressed. 
5. Overlapping statutory advocacy mandates can cause issues. 
6. There are substantial financial barriers to environmental advocacy for both statutory and non-

statutory advocates. 
7. There are other issues with how environmental advocacy is funded. 



8. Environmental advocates often suffer from an “inequality of arms”. 
9. Resourcing constraints on environmental advocates go beyond purely financial ones, and can 

also be about access to information, expertise and staff. 
10. Advocacy is not always enabled or facilitated at the most appropriate points in the policy cycle 

(in particular, it is often not early enough). 
11. Normative hooks in legislation, such as a statute’s purposes and principles, could provide a 

stronger foundation for effective public interest arguments. 
12. In some senses there is too much advocacy in the current system, in that the system carves out a 

broad space for argument, where the imperative is for the law to be clear and directive. 
 

Recommendations for change 
 
Fourthly and finally, we provide recommendations for change, under the following categories.  
 
1. Clearly articulate the public policy purpose for environmental advocacy in the new system. 
2. Make the law as clear as possible to remove unnecessary arguments. 
3. Maintain and strengthen normative hooks that provide a platform for environmental advocacy. 
4. Strengthen procedural hooks to facilitate involvement by environmental advocates at 

appropriate times. 
5. Establish an Environmental Advocacy Forum to coordinate public and private advocacy activity. 
6. Strengthen “watchdog” advocacy settings to provide greater accountability for decision-makers, 

and closely consider whether the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment’s mandate 
needs to be strengthened over time. 

7. Ensure statutory advocates are accountable for their performance. 
8. Strengthen funding for non-government environmental advocates through the Environmental 

Legal Assistance (ELA) Fund and by establishing new transitional funds to support advocacy 
during the reform implementation period. 

9. Reduce the financial risks associated with civil society public interest advocacy. 
10. Strengthen the information base on which advocacy can draw, and the accessibility of expertise. 
11. Strengthen the advocacy mandate of the Department of Conservation (DOC) and clarify the role 

of the New Zealand Conservation Authority and conservation boards. 
12. Investigate the potential for more independent, predictable and secure sources of funding for 

statutory advocacy. 
13. Provide greater legislative recognition of the freshwater advocacy function of Fish and Game. 
14. Strengthen the “advocacy” functions of the Ministry for the Environment. 
15. Take a close look at potential incentives for environmentally harmful advocacy. 
16. Support public participation and grass roots advocacy at appropriate points.  
17. Establish an independent, statutory Environmental Defender’s Office to take on core public 

interest environmental advocacy (including litigation and campaigning). 
 
Under each heading, we provide a number of specific recommendations. However, a different and 
perhaps more pragmatic lens through which these can be explored is by looking at the pathways 
through which these would best be implemented. In the report’s summary we identify a pathway for 
each recommendation, and identify which agency should be responsible for progressing it. 
 
 
 



Pathway 1A: Using the parliamentary process for the NBE and SP Bills 
 
Some of our recommendations require legislative attention through the parliamentary process for 
the Natural and Built Environment (NBE) and Spatial Planning (SP) Bills, which at the time of writing 
are in the hands of the Environment Select Committee. For example (among other things), we 
recommend that the drafting of the NBE Bill makes environmental limits clear (to avoid unnecessary 
arguments and the risk of an inequality of arms later on), that robust appeal rights exist for 
notification decisions (to allow appropriate opportunities for advocacy with respect to consents), 
and that there is a hierarchy in the list of “outcomes” authorities are expected to pursue (so there is 
a strong normative basis for mounting environmental arguments). This process, involving an 
omnibus bill, could also usefully be used to make amendments to legislation other than the NBE and 
SP Bills where necessary to support those statutes (for example, to remove the advocacy function of 
DOC from the express influence of the Minister under the Conservation Act). 
 
Pathway 1B: Using non-statutory measures to complement the process for the NBE and SP Bills 
 
Some recommendations require non-statutory measures beyond the NBE and SP Bills, which are 
important (and urgent) to support the effective implementation of those acts. The most significant 
of these would fall within the wheelhouse of the Ministry for the Environment to progress. For 
example, several “transitional” funds should be established, as a matter of urgency, to enable 
environmental advocates and tangata whenua to access funds to engage in first generation: (1) 
freshwater plans; (2) combined plans under the NBE Bill; and (3) spatial strategies under the SP Bill. 
Various features of the Environmental Legal Assistance Fund should be strengthened as well. The 
provision of independent environmental community legal advice should be funded and made more 
accessible. And a pool of independent environmental experts should be established and made 
available to those advocating on behalf of the public interest, particularly in the context of litigation. 
 
Pathway 2: Policy development requiring targeted legislative change beyond the NBE and SP Bills 
 
Some of our recommendations require targeted legislative change to legal frameworks other than 
the NBE and SP Bills (eg the Conservation Act, Environment Act, Environmental Reporting Act and 
others). Policy work here should commence now, with different departments taking the lead but in a 
collaborative way. Some of these would need to be led by DOC. For example:  
 
• A link should be made between advocacy activity and DOC budget lines to make it clear how 

much is being spent on the function, and the New Zealand Conservation Authority should 
provide advice on this function specifically.  

• DOC’s advocacy function under section 6(b) of the Conservation Act should not be subject to the 
direction of the Minister, should be elevated to a “duty”, and should be supported by a more 
independent source of funding.  

• It should be clarified that the “conservation” outcomes being sought by DOC advocacy are about 
enhancement and restoration and not just preservation and protection. 

• The statutory advocacy mandate of Fish and Game should be broadened to specifically cover 
advocacy for freshwater quality in waterways and wetlands. 

 
 
 
 



The Ministry for the Environment should, among other recommendations, lead the following work: 
 
• A Prime Minister’s Environment Forum should be established as a formal channel through which 

environmental advocates (statutory and non-statutory, as well as Māori) can collectively 
advocate for law reform and deep policy shifts. 

• There should be a more specific requirement in the Environmental Reporting Act for any 
commentary by the Parliamentary Commissioner to receive a response from government. 

• There should be better alignment between the things that are reported on under the 
Environmental Reporting Act and how public finance to address them is presented. 

• Progress towards mandatory targets, and the status of environmental limits, set under the NBA 
should be directly linked to environmental reporting requirements. 

• It should be clarified in the Environment Act that the Secretary (and Ministry) for the 
Environment, as steward of the broader resource management system, has a broad oversight 
role over the performance of advocacy within it.  

• There should be greater independence in identifying the questions that are asked in 
environmental reporting. 

• A quality assurance function should be performed by the Auditor-General by regularly assessing 
the performance of environmental agencies, including those in central and local government. 

• An “environmental” equivalent of the rural proofing policy should be developed so the Ministry 
for the Environment is empowered to run a sustainability ruler over all other government policy.  

• The precautionary principle should be enshrined in the Environment Act so that a consistent 
approach to scientific uncertainty is applied across all Ministry for the Environment functions. 

• A single national online database should be established, outlining all live notified consent 
applications, plan changes and law reform proposals in real time, to provide advocates with 
efficient access to information on processes in which they can engage. 

• The Ministry for the Environment (under the Environment Act) should have a clearer statutory 
power and function to litigate where councils do not comply with environmental legislation. 

 
Some of these recommendations may be able to be progressed through existing processes, such as 
the review of the Environmental Reporting Act. Others would require separate processes (eg a 
review of the Environment Act). Some may not require legislative change at all. 
 
Pathway 3 would be focused on the establishment of a new and independent institution charged 
with advocating on behalf of the environment: an Environmental Defenders Office. Policy work on 
this should be led by the Ministry for the Environment.  
 
Pathway 4 would involve deeper, long-term reform, including investigating how to reshape the 
fundamental incentives driving environmental degradation in our society (reducing the need for 
environmental advocacy to contest such things), and transforming a much wider range of things 
such as the tax system. That will take time, but it should see dedicated policy work begin now on a 
cross-agency basis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


